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About This Game

Four cats have broken out of prison on a distant alien planet. They must steal a ship and escape before their suits run out of
power. If only they could decide who should be captain. Work with and against your cohorts to become the captain,

commandeer a new ship, and escape.

Key Features

Cooperation is a strategy, not a requirement. Make temporary allies, break promises, and watch out for backstabbers.

2-4 player local multiplayer

Procedurally generated maps

Cats! (in both corporeal and spectral forms)

Strategy

You'll have to work together if you want to survive! Four generators need to be activated to power the ship, and you can't do it
alone. At the same time, players who survive get points so if you want to win you'll have to get creative.

Beautiful Landscapes
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Explore randomly generated landscapes every time you crash. Navigate distinct and vibrant biomes on your hunt for generators
and gold.

Tools of Disruption

Collect gold to buy items between rounds, ranging from vine traps that lock players in place to giant hammers that launch
nearby players away. If you're lucky you might even be able to scavenge items from around the map.

Life After Death

Even after you've been killed you can still put up a fight. Control the spectre of your cat after death, sapping energy from other
players and scaring them to death!
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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Symptomatic Productions
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Symptomatic Productions
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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A great hidden object game. If you want to play a pioneer of the hidden object genre, Ravenhearst is for you. The only problem
is that the door puzzles are extremely similar to one another, and aren't even really puzzles. They're more like those elaborate
toys you played as kids, where you set up a ball that goes one place, then another, until it finally the light switch turns on. But
besides that, this is a great game. I recommend the sequels, too. Although, they are more of a modern experience rather that a
classic one.. Great scenery.. I mostly played the sequel Battles, which I enjoyed as a kid, but once I added money to Steam I
instantly bought the first WK for only 99 cents!
WK is a 3D RTS game a bit like Age of Empires and Warcraft. One notable thing is that there is only one race (humans). All
players begin the same, but then you can choose a path between pagan, renaissance\/technology and imperial. Also
there is a more realistic and simple economic system with carts tranporting resources from village to village...
The cool thing is that compared to the sequel there is a campaign with a true story, cinematics and dialogues. There are
21 levels. Certain are short and easy, others are long and difficult. Having previously played Battles quite a lot, I
finished all missions in about 30-45 hours.
For people who haven't played both Warrior Kings and Warrior Kings Battles and who hesitate which one to buy, I
would recommend Battles because it has less bugs, more unit types, an interactive tutorial (making the game easier to
learn) and importantly a skirmish mode with AIs which the first WK does not have. It is also more popular and is
preferred for multiplayer battles. But the first WK is still worth.
Also I would like to mention that I've made some modding tools for Warrior Kings. Go to 
https:\/\/sites.google.com\/site\/wkmodding\/ :D. First game I have played where you can make a zombie murder the local chip
shop owner and fry their body in the deep fat fryers!. Excellent gameplay, wonderfully campy story, drops you right into the
action, plenty of upgrades and replayability. Sometimes you'll snag on corners, but that's the only criticism I have. Absolutely
recommended!. You could listen to one track a day and it will take 4 months. This is 4 months worth of content right here..
Played on the PSVR for a long time now have a vive to play room scale and its fantastic. Difficult to understand why this game
only has 14 reviews on the pc side but its actually really really goood. Yeah its difficult to find a game but thers a discord to set
up matches.

My positives-
-Controls do support room scale
-Controls are difficult at first but once you master very rewarding
-Physics are Awesome
-Heading the ball in this game is amaazing
-Dribbling is fun
-Cross Play with PSVR

overall love the game just wish more users supported it. Kinda an underappreciated gem with a lot of backing from the devs
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I totally love this train. The authors got this one entirely right. The train sounds, looks and runs very well. I also like the braking.
This is a winner, and a must have train for any and all fans of EMU equipment. Mech League Boxing has been overall a great
experience. The graphics and opponents have a charming feel to them. Even when they are bashing on you. Weapons show up in
the ring that you can pick up and use. Each weapon does a different effect. Which you can use to set up a crippling combo.
Each location has location specific items that show up as weapons. So far there is a few(three, if my memory serves me) arenas
and four opponents. Each opponent has a bio, my favorite is the chef and his hamburgers. You can also mix and match heads
and fists in a character customization. You can also change the colors. There are also minigames that will help you train.
Different difficulty settings change the pace of a bout. Superheavy weight is no joke, the opponent gets very aggressive leaving
little recovery time.
It controls well. I didn't experience any stumbling around trying to remember controls, which is great.

It's also a very good workout. After my first 10 minutes I put on wrist & ankle weights with my weight vest. I really like the
Quick pick up and play feel of the game. Since the matches and minigames can be pretty quick.
Looking forward to future content and I really recommend this game.. I enjoy playing Pixelscape. It is very soothing and
creative. I never tried it.. It's little cool comic about two in-game NPCs - Frifle and the Grey Mauser. It's very short ( about 40
pages ) but still fun. 7\/10. If I were to summarize Dark Devotion in one word, that word would be slow.
The movement is slow, the progression is slow, the exploration is slow, the combat is slow (except for bosses).
It is a surprising take on the Souls formula: where most Souls-likes and Souls-spawn try to make their games faster,
this one makes the user play even more considerately and cautiously. This is being achieved through the implementaion
of a few curious mechanics.

1. Roguelike elements
Unlike in most Souls-likes and Souls-spawn you lose your equipment upon death Dead Cells-style. Is it painful? Yes. Is
it gutting? No. Becasue as you travel around you amass a pool of weapons you can start with. Those weapons are
generally poor, but wait till you start beating the bosses. Each of them drops a particularly powerful weapon which
goes straight to your pool and allows you to use it upon resurrection. Hence: the player is greatly incentivized to
challenge the bosses in order to upgrade his\\her arsenal. Plus, in the dungeons, you can find particularly good weapons
that cannot be added to the pool but can help on this particular run. All stat upgrades and abilities remain in your
posession permanently once you get them. So, progression is not thrown back to zero each time you die.

2. Health
Health system in this game is surprisingly simple and helps drive the Souls-like difficulty home. By default upon
resurrection you have two health points plus two armor points. Each hit takes down one armor, and then, when the
armor is gone, one hitpoint. Then it's back to the hub with you. But, once again, as you walk through the dungeons, you
will find protection and trinkets that will increase your health and armor. All of this means that there's no numerical
damage on the enemy side, you will always take one damage. That makes things easier in the way of assessing how deep
up the creek you are and at the same time harder, because there are oh-so-few precious health and armor points.

3. Buffs&debuffs
Dark Devotion features a very complex system of blessings, curses and afflictions that give you powers or
inconveniences of varying proportions (all the way up to immediate revival upon death or losing a hitpoint every 30
seconds). All of these feel very appropriate to the setting and have a chance to trigger in specific situations (say, having
fallen from great height a few times makes you lose hitpoints upon falling or if you flee a room with enemies still
pursuing you, you will get an "afraid" debuff because of it).

The setting is nothing to write home about. The whole "devotion" and "faith" thing is presented only in gameplay,
there's no deep philosophy behind it all, unfortunately. Although and idea of one huge temple open for exploration is
engaging, it doesn't feel any different from most Souls-spawn projects.

It's fine. And slow. And that's not a bad thing.

PS
Halfway through update:

1. It is apparent that the more you play, the easier the game gets (more stuff in the starting equipment pool, better loot
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from harder enemies, you develop your go-to tactics).
2. Boss design really shines: at least half of the bosses have some sort of a gimmick-mechanic, that requires some
specific tactic for you to beat. Not to mention the fact that phases of the same boss differ drastically from one another.

PPS
Final update:

Having finished the game, I feel this snowballing I mentioned in the PS even more. The last three non-final bosses fell
in a blink of an eye. The final one was no slouch, though: a great number of moves and a phlegmatic temper. Sadly, the
story got no better.
Sometimes I felt frustration: the last area tends to swarm you with enemies or combines them in ways you are not too
well-equipped for in this game's combat. You just have to run away to separate them, land a hit or two, repeat until
done. Reminds me of Dark Souls 2.  [nostalgia intensifies] [no, it doesn't] [screw Dark Souls 2] [screw Dark Souls 2
DLCs particularly] [except for Crown of the Sunken King - its level design is awesome]

As a rule, if devteams don't die of hunger after such pretty good but rough debuts, they blossom in their second
projects. Let's hope we see one for Hibernian Workshop. I suggest you try Dark Devotion at least for the sake of that..
GREAT NEW CHANGES AND FUN TO PLAY.. 3.7 - Positive
Best most realistic VR breakout room we have encountered so far. Would love to see a save game feature added.
Transport and prop glitches are being fixed promptly and I really enjoyed the game menu that all Breakout room
games should have. The best one... adjust the floor hieght from within the game.. AWESOME. and the reset options
are great as well.

You will need to take notes to escape this room and pay very close attention to all details !!
Have fun and good luck on this one, you will need it !
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